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a b s t r a c t

This study introduces a novel approach to classifying urban structure using land cover and building
height. The goal of the study was to improve comparability of urban structureefunction relationships
across cities through development of a novel classification framework that can facilitate urban studies of
ecological patterns and processes. We tested the suitability of the classification in two very different
urban settings e continental Berlin and coastal New York City. Using Landsat temperature data as an
ecological function variable, we compared how urban structures in both cities relate to temperature.
Results show that in both cities a large range of urban structure classes show similar trends with respect
to land surface temperature, despite differences in climate and structure of the two cities. We found that
approximately 68% of the area of Berlin and 79% of the area of New York City can be represented with the
same fifteen urban structure classes. Results indicate that these common classes share very similar
temperature patterns and may indicate broader utility of the classification framework. Among the classes
which have the most dissimilar temperature trends between the two cities, we find large differences in
inner-class composition and neighboring classes. Findings also show that the presence of water has a
strong influence on temperature regulation, as classes containing water have the lowest surface tem-
peratures, indicating a need for prioritizing aquatic ecosystems in urban planning and management.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Characteristics of urban form and structure, such as the pres-
ence of vegetation and other land covers, as well as spatial con-
figurations of structural elements such as buildings, can influence
ecological functioning and human well-being in cities. Structural
elements are linked to health of urban residents through air quality,
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local climate impacts, hydrologic processes, and by influencing
mental well-being among other impacts (Alberti, 1999; Hamin &
Gurran, 2009; Jackson, 2003; Marquez & Smith, 1999; Stewart &
Oke, 2012; Stone & Rodgers, 2001; Velarde, Fry, & Tveit, 2007; Yu
& Hien, 2006). Understanding ways in which structural elements
are related to functions is necessary for understanding ecology in
cities (Jansson, 2013), and in order to guide urban development in a
way that utilizes ecological functions to enhance environmental
performance.

However, since most ecological studies have focused on areas
with low human population densities, knowledge of these re-
lationships is not developed enough to glean generalities about the
structure and function of cities. Urban comparative approaches can
help to build our understanding of urban system properties that
underlie structure/function relationships, examine causal factors
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and generate general principles to help guide planning and urban
design (McDonnell & Hahs, 2009). Comparative approaches can
also help to evaluate the extent to which local conditions versus
global drivers influence structure/function relationships (Niemel€a,
Kotze, & Yli-Pelkonen, 2009). However, a lack of standardized
variables and common datasets between cities makes it chal-
lenging to conduct cross-city comparison (Hahs, McDonnell, &
Breuste, 2009). In order to conduct cross-city comparative
research on relationships between urban structures and ecological
functions, classification systems that use comparable structures
and spatial scales appropriate to the functions of interest are
necessary.

Many studies have associated specific land use/cover types with
indicators of human well-being and environmental performance
(Breuste, Haase, & Elmqvist, 2013; Burkhard, Kroll, Müller, &
Windhorst, 2009; Kroll, Müller, Haase, & Fohrer, 2012; Larondelle
& Haase, 2013; McPhearson, Kremer, & Hamstead, 2013) Howev-
er, few studies have tested structure/function relationships across
cities, particularly across continental boundaries. A review of
comparative approaches categorized studies according to their use
of urbanization gradients, ruraleurban gradients and change over
time analysis (McDonnell & Hahs, 2009). For instance, urban to
rural gradient comparative studies have included a comparison of
minimum temperature in Baltimore, MD and Phoenix, Arizona
(Brazel, Selover, Vose, & Heisler, 2000), a comparison of avian di-
versity and richness in Quebec, Canada and Rennes, France
(Clergeau, Savard, Mennechez, & Falardeau, 1998), and a compari-
son of biodiversity and ecosystem performance along measures of
urban form in five cities in the United Kingdom (Tratalos, Fuller,
Warren, Davies, & Gaston, 2007). These studies all obtained direct
measurement of function at study sites, rather than across the
entire city area. Other studies have conducted comparative analysis
over entire urban extents, including a comparison of relationships
between urban green space and population, residential area,
number of households and urban compactness in 300 European
cities (Kabisch & Haase, 2013), a comparison of relationships be-
tween urban green space coverage, city area and population size in
396 European cities (Fuller & Gaston, 2009), and a comparison of
ecological connectivity and urban form in 66 United States urban
areas (Bierwagen, 2005). These studies use pre-existing land use/
land cover classifications, such as the European Corine system, or
U.S. National Land Cover Database (NLCD) for urban structure var-
iables, assuming certain relationships between structure and
function. Land uses indicate ways in which humans employ land,
whereas land cover describes the character of the earth's surface
(Meyer & Turner, 1992).

Boone et al. (2012) argue that comparative approaches “must be
bound by some common denominators, such as the biophysical,
social and historical commonalities of regions.” Additionally, in
order to conduct comparative studies that test structure/function
relationships across continents without obtaining direct measure-
ment from a limited number of study sites, a classification system
capable of characterizing urban environments in a more stan-
dardized way is necessary. Because the diversity of land cover types
tends to be higher in urban areas than surrounding landscapes, and
land cover elements change more quickly over fine spatial scales in
urban environments (Cadenasso, Pickett, & Schwarz, 2007), urban
structure classifications need to have relatively fine spatial resolu-
tions. A standard classification also needs to include land cover or
land use types that have similar meanings across cities. For
instance, assumptions about the proportion of vegetation in resi-
dential land may lead to substantial inaccuracies when comparing
across cities or even within a single city.

The objectives of this study are 1) to apply an approach to
developing an urban structure classification, based on
combinations of structural elements that emerge in the urban
environment, to a comparative study of a European and North
American city, 2) to test its sensitivity to an indicator of ecosystem
functionesurface temperature and 3) to examine the patterns in
the relationship between urban structure and surface temperature
in the two cities in order to assess the generic nature of the
approach. We build on the generic classification procedure pro-
posed by Stewart and Oke (2012), which is based on biophysical
properties of the urban surface. In combining land cover elements
with building height types, we derive urban structure classes that
commonly occur in each city and use these classes to examine the
relationship between urban structure and surface temperature.
Although other studies have examined relationships between land
cover or land use and temperature, our approach is unique in that
rather than defining classes a priori, we instead generate a classi-
fication based on common combinations of structural elements
emergent in the urban landscape. To evaluate the transferability
and broader applicability of this classification approach, this study
is carried out in two cities: the European continental city of Berlin,
Germany and the coastal city of New York in the United States.

Study sites

New York City (NYC) is the largest city in the U.S. with over 8
million inhabitants (U.S. Census Bureau, 2012), and an average
population density of 10,640 inhabitants per km2. It is located at a
natural harbor area on the east coast and contains more parkland
than any other U.S. city. Due to the City's efforts to further increase
green infrastructure, by 2030, the city's tree canopy cover propor-
tion is projected to increase from 21% to 30% (Grove, O'Neil-Dunne,
Pelletier, Nowak, & Walton, 2006). However, population growth
and climate change impacts will put increased pressure on the
city's ecosystems to reduce pollution, regulate temperature,
manage stormwater, and provide green recreational spaces for NYC
residents (McPhearson, Maddox, Gunther, & Bragdon, 2013).

Berlin is the capital and largest city in Germany with over 3.5
million inhabitants (Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung und
Umwelt, 2012) and an average of population density of 4000 in-
habitants per km2 (Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung und
Umwelt, 2013a). Located in the northeast of Germany, Berlin is
one of themost populated areas in Europe and at the same time one
of Europe's greenest cities, with a ratio of unsealed surface of
almost 50% (Kabisch & Haase, 2014). Population growth is creating
significant pressure for planning and management in Berlin while
climate change impacts, such as heat and drought, are expected to
increase stress on the city's ecosystems in the next decades
(Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung und Umwelt, 2013b)
(Fig. 1).

Material and methods

Data

In order to generate urban structure classes, we combined pre-
existing land cover and building height data for each city (Table 1).
For Berlin the Urban Atlas database (EEA, 2006) was used in com-
bination with the LULC model for Berlin (Lauf et al., 2012) and as-
sumptions for building height for certain building types. The Urban
Atlas service offers a high-resolution land use map of urban areas
with an overall minimum accuracy for all classes of 80% (European
Commission, 2011). Based on Earth observation satellite images
with a 2.5 m spatial resolution, the Urban Atlas provides compa-
rable land use data for all of the European larger urban zones with
more than 100,000 inhabitants. For NYC, we combined a 3 � 3 ft
raster land cover dataset (NYC Parks and Recreation, 2010) with



Fig. 1. Land use classes including building height (low, mid, and high-rise), tree canopy, low plants (shrubs and herbaceous plants), bare soil, pavement, and water and their
distribution in Berlin (left) and New York City (right). The original input datasets are used here, New York with a resolution of 1 �1 m and Berlin with a resolution of 10 � 10 m. Two
zooms are provided for NYC, to better show the contribution of the classes, not visible in this scale.
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building height data based on NYC's tax lot database (MapPLUTO,
2011). The overall per pixel accuracy of the NYC land cover classi-
fication is 96% (MacFaden, O'Neil-Dunne, Royar, & Lu, 2012).

Utilizing the different sources of data in the two cities with their
unique construction and spatial scales imposes a comparability
challenge commonly encountered in the pursuit of quantitative
cross-city comparisons. For example, in Berlin, the administrative
boundary defines the limits of the study area. However, for NYC, the
available land cover data excluded most of the water in the Hudson
River and East River, which represents a potential limitation in
properly assessing the comparative impact of water in the two
cities.

In order to analyze the relationship between the urban structure
classes and surface temperature (ST), we derived ST from the
Landsat TM 7 imagery thermal band (6_1). Two different Landsat 7
scenes were selected for each city. Scene selectionwas based on the
following criteria: a) summer day with minimal cloud cover (<10%)
and b) as close as possiblematch between the dates of the Landsat 7
scenes and the classification layers. Due to the 2003 Landsat 7 Scan
Line Corrector malfunction, there are significant data gaps in
Landsat 7 scenes. These data gaps were filled using additional
Landsat 7 scenes from different dates. Gap filling scenes were
selected following the same criteria as well as the similarity in
temperature profile to the base scenes. It is important to note here
that the availability of scenes matching the specified criteria is
limited. In Berlin, for example, a lack of appropriate scenes required
Table 1
Land cover, building height, and surface temperature data sources.

Data Sources for Berlin data

Land cover Urban Atlas (EEA), 2006
Buildings Land use model 2008 (Lauf et al., 2012), expert as
Surface temperature Landsat TM 7 imagery thermal band (6_1):

� July 3 2008 with data gaps filled by July 28 200
� June 1 2008 with data gaps filled by June 12 20
that we use data from multiple years. Details of Landsat 7 base and
gap filling scenes are summarized in Table 1.

Classification

Stewart and Oke (2012) developed a local climate zones classi-
fication scheme which used land cover, building height and land-
scape pattern properties to characterize localized climate-related
functions such as surface emittance, surface albedo and anthro-
pogenic heat output. Adapting this concept of local climate zones,
we developed an urban structure classification approach relying on
available city-wide data for NYC and Berlin. We used empirical data
to identify classes most relevant in the context of each city, and
examined the relationships between these classes and surface
temperature. We derived urban structure classes as the combina-
tion of land cover and building height types that fell within pre-
defined spatial units of analysis. Land cover types include tree
canopy, low plants, soil, water, and paved surfaces. Building height
types include lowrise (1e3 stories), midrise (4e9 stories) and
highrise (>9 stories) (Stewart & Oke, 2012) (Table 2).

The combined land cover and building height datasets were
stored as raster files and generalized to a 50 m resolution to ach-
ieve comparability between the two cities. In generalizing the ur-
ban structure dataset, 50 m pixels were assigned the structural
type that covered the most area of the pixel. A fishnet with a cell
size of 100 � 100 m (1 ha) was created and aligned to the cells of
Sources for New York data

Land cover dataset (Mcfaden et al., 2012)
sumptions MapPluto tax lot database (2011)

8
06

Landsat TM 7 imagery thermal band (6_1):
� July 15 2011 with data gaps filled by August 20 2010
� July 22 2011 with data gaps filled by July 3 2010



Table 2
Land cover terminology translated from the original land cover datasets.

NYC Berlin Land cover
terminology

Tree canopy Forest Tree canopy
Grass/shrub Agricultural, semi-natural areas,

green urban areas, land without
current use, isolated structures

Low plants

Road and other
paved surfaces

Road/rail network and associated
land

Paved

Soil Sport and leisure facilities,
mineral extraction and dump sites

Soil

Water Water bodies, wetlands Water

Table 3
Surface temperature observations for two days.

Number of
original
observations

Date of Landsat
temperature
data

Number of
observations
with
temperature data

Mean
temperature
(�C)

Berlin 89,519 July 3, 2008 89,555 33.69
June 1, 2008 89,448 27.29

New York
City

81,510 July 15, 2011 79,854 32.57
July 22, 2011 80,566 32.88
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the urban structure datasets, allowing for a maximum of four land
cover and building height types within each class. These combi-
nations of land cover and building height form the urban structure
classification.

Using a zonal operation in ArcGIS, we calculated the area of each
land cover or building height type for each cell. Fig. 2 illustrates the
possible combinations of surface properties that make up a class,
the maximum number of classes derived, and an example of how
land cover and building type can be combined within a spatial unit.

Indicator assessment and data processing

Surface temperature was used as a proxy for ambient temper-
ature (Haase, Schwarz, Strohbach, Kroll, & Seppelt, 2012; Schwarz,
Bauer, & Haase, 2011), an indicator of the cooling effect of vegeta-
tion and water. Landsat 7 thermal (band 6_1) scenes were used to
extract ST. In total, 8 scenes were extracted and processed using
ENVI 5.0. The processing procedure included radiometric calibra-
tion converting Landsat data to radiance using the following
equation:

Ll
�
W

.
m2 mm sr

�
¼ Gain*pixel valueþ Offset

Gains and offset values are available from the Landsat scenes
metadata (Exelis, 2012b). Atmospheric correction was then per-
formed on all scenes using an In-Scene Atmospheric Compensa-
tion algorithm. The resulting corrected radiance data was
converted to ST (K) using the emissivity normalization method
(Kealy & Hook, 1993). In order to reduce cloud cover effects, pixels
with temperature below the threshold of 290 K were removed and
Fig. 2. Possible combinations of surface properties in cities (top) and example where a
maximum of four land uses (lowrise building, water, soil, and tree canopy) is combined
into one class. The maximal number of combinations is 162 different classes.
assigned a no data value. Data gaps were filled using the ENVI 5.0
mosaicking with color balance procedure as outlined by USGS
(2013). In this procedure gaps in each selected base Landsat 7
scene are filled by an additional Landsat 7 scene (Furby & Wu,
2006) using geo-referenced mosaicking and color balancing. De-
tails of all base and gap filling Landsat 7 scenes are indicated in
Table 1. Color balancing through a gain compensation algorithm is
a common, per pixel, adjustment in mosaicking (Liu, Li, & Gu,
2011) that was applied to the gap filling images to statistically
match the data range between the base and gap filling scenes
(Exelis, 2012a). Finally, temperatures were converted to degrees
Celsius using a Band Math calculation.

Analysis of class temperature profiles

We created four tabular datasets at the hectare level, repre-
senting two unique days occurring during summermonths for each
city. We computed the mean, range and standard deviation of the
temperature pixels that fell within each cell for each of the two
Landsat-derived ST datasets for each city. In this operation, each
temperature pixel was weighted equally. These statistics were then
merged with the class variables, resulting in two datasets linking
urban structure classes to average temperature. Since the two ST
datasets had some gaps even after the gap-filling procedure, the
final datasets did not include as many observations as the class
datasets. For both cities, 98e99% of the observations from the class
datasets had associated temperature data. Using the two datasets,
we examined the number of classes necessary to represent 90% of
land area in each city, overlaps between the classes needed to
represent 90% of land area in each city, as well as temperature
trends between the two cities. All temperature trend data was
analyzed based on the mean temperature values for each class
(Table 3).

Uncertainties

Uncertainties of the classification approach include a) the
sensitivity of the comparative temperature analysis to resolution of
the original land cover and building data and the generalized urban
structure data (Hamstead, Kremer, Larondelle, McPhearson, &
Haase, in review), b) the potentially wrong class assignment
within the original dataset, c) large within-class differences in ur-
ban structure types between the two cities, d) the estimations for
building height and e) the potential effects of context on the tem-
perature profile of classes. Additionally, ST data highly depends on
satellite data availability and represents a temperature state at a
specific point in time, whichmay be limited relative to long-term or
continuous measures.

Results

In comparing the classification results, we find that 90% of the
area of NYC is described by 19 classes and 23% of the city is covered



Fig. 3. Spatial distribution of the 15 classes, which both cities have in common. These 15 classes cover 68% of the area in Berlin and 79% of the area in New York City.
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by classes with only pervious surfaces. In Berlin, 90% of the area is
described by 25 classes, 39% of which is covered by classes with
only pervious surfaces. Of the classes which cover 90% of each city's
land area, NYC and Berlin have 15 classes in common. In NYC these
classes cover 79% of the area and in Berlin 68%. The 15 shared
classes contain six classes with buildings; of which five contain
lowrise buildings, one midrise and one a mixture of low- and
midrise. Another nine classes do not contain buildings. Fig. 3 shows
the spatial distribution of the 15 common classes for both cities.
Table 4 displays aerial photographs for both cities for these 15
classes. Table 5 summarizes the commonly-occurring classes that
cover 90% of the cities' surfaces. Classes which are not shared
include four classes in NYC and nine in Berlin. Of the NYC classes
not shared with Berlin, three include buildings and one includes
vegetation and paved surface. Six of the eight Berlin classes not
shared with NYC include buildings. For both cities one class which
is not shared includes high-rise buildings, which is not a compo-
nent that falls within the 15 common classes.

Analyzing the relationship between the classes and ST, we find
that temperature trends similarly across the classes common to
both cities (Fig. 4). Classes that include combinations of buildings
and paved areas tend to be warmer while classes that include
combinations of tree canopy and water tend to be relatively cooler.
Comparing common classes in NYC and Berlin on a standardized
scale (Fig. 4, right side) it is clear that the classes generally exhibit
similar surface temperature trends. Because the overall city-scale
structure of these two cities is different, this result indicates that
the classification approach is generic and capable of describing
urban structure at the units that we selected. We suggest that the
classification procedure developed and tested in Hamstead et al. (in
review) was able to identify common units of urban structure for
multiple cities that may be related to urban ecological processes
and functions, in this case relating similarly to indicators for urban
climate. Further statistical information on the classes and the
respective temperature analysis can be found in the supplement,
Table A.
However, several classes are more dissimilar between the two
cities than others (see Fig. 4, right side). The most noticeable dif-
ference in relative temperature behavior occurs in the following
classes: “tree canopyepaved” (0.33 standardized degrees
difference), “soil” (0.26 standardized degrees difference), “low
plants-water” (0.22 standardized degrees difference), “low-
riseetree canopy” (0.19 standardized degrees difference) and “low
plants” (0.19 standardized degrees difference). To understand why
these classes differed, we analyzed the within-cell composition of
the classes.

For the cases “lowriseepaved” (case A) and “tree can-
opyepaved” (case B) we show that differences in temperature
could relate to differences in the distribution of urban structural
components within the class (Table 6). For example the class
“lowriseepaved” shows relative higher standardized temperatures
in New York City than in Berlin. The inner class comparison shows,
that on average, this class contains more paved surface in New York
City (57%) than in Berlin (34%), whereas in Berlin this class contains
on averagemore lowrise (66%) than NewYork City (38%). As lowrise
often is connected to lowrise detached and semi-detached houses
with gardens, the corresponding temperature was lower than a
paved surface.

Other conglomerate classes in which relative temperatures
differed between cities are the “lowriseetree canopy” class (case C)
and the “low plantsewater” class (case D). Here, an analysis of the
within-cell composition of the class showed that the distribution of
the two land cover types is similar in the two cities. Furthermore
the homogenous classes “lowrise” (case E), “soil” (case F) and “low
plants” (case G) show relative temperature differences, which due
to their homogeneity, cannot be explained by an inner class anal-
ysis. However, performing an analysis of the classes of neighboring
cells could provide a possible explanation for the differences we
observed in surface temperature pattern.

Therefore, a buffer analysis was performed on neighboring
classes around each cell of analyzed classes, using a 200 m
doughnut buffer. In NYC, cells within a 200 m buffer of “lowrise-



Table 4
Aerial photographs for the 15 common classes.
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tree canopy” containedmainly combinations of “lowriseepaved” or
other combinations with “paved”. In Berlin, the main class neigh-
boring “lowriseetree canopy” within a 200 m buffer is “tree can-
opy”, second and third are “lowrise” and “lowriseetree canopy”
and forth is “tree canopyewater”. The same analysis was conducted
for the class “lowrise” where NYC shows significantly higher
relative surface temperatures. The neighborhood analysis revealed
similar results (case E). In NYC the five most occurring, neighboring
classes of “lowrise” are all either paved or built, while in Berlin
three out of five classes are neither built nor paved. For the class
“low plants” (case G) Berlin displayed relatively higher tempera-
tures than NYC. The analysis of the neighboring classes shows that



Table 5
Classes displaying 90% of the area of Berlin and New York City, in percent [%] and
area [ha]; Classes listed in bold are shared in the top 90% of area in both cities.

Class NYC [%] NYC [ha] BER [%] BER [ha]

Lowriseemidriseepaved 2% 1518 2% 1485
Lowriseemidrise 3% 2992
Lowriseetree canopyepaved 5% 4213
Lowriseetree canopy 2% 1549 1% 719
Lowriseelow plantsepaved 1% 1121 1% 1175
Lowriseelow plants 3% 3133
Lowriseepaved 16% 12,605 6% 5476
Lowriseesoil 1% 692
Lowrise 2% 1301 12% 11,029
Midriseetree canopyepaved 1% 1010
Midriseelow plantsepaved 1% 787
Midriseelow plants 2% 1810
Midriseepaved 3% 2819 5% 4135
Midrise 8% 6770
Highrise 1% 859
Highriseepaved 1% 735
Tree canopyelow plantsepaved 4% 3373
Tree canopyelow plants 6% 4525 1% 1096
Tree canopyepaved 11% 8843 1% 871
Tree canopy 7% 5604 16% 13,885
Low plantsepaved 6% 4847 2% 2038
Low plantsesoil 2% 1389
Low plantsewater 1% 793 1% 694
Low plants 7% 5478 12% 10,568
Pavedesoil 1% 1049
Paved 13% 10,324 1% 1015
Soil 1% 575 3% 2905
Water 2% 1636 4% 3932
Total 90% 72,869 90% 81,181
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even though more than 56% of the class cells are surrounded by the
same class “low plants” in Berlin, the second class is “low
plantsepaved”. Whereas in NYC the main class neighboring “low
plants” is also “low plants” with almost 50% but followed by “tree
canopyelow plants” with about 12%, which shows significantly
lower temperatures than “low plants” and “low plantsepaved”.
Differences in neighboring classes may also explain the differences
in temperature between the two cities for the classes “soil” (case F)
and “low plants-water” (Case D) (Table 6). Both analyses show that
differences in relative temperatures shown in Fig. 4 can be
explained by inner-class composition and intra-class
neighborhood.
Discussion

Overall, temperature signatures of urban structure classes show
similar patterns both within and between Berlin and NYC (see
Fig. 4). However, some urban structure classes show more differ-
ence then others when comparing different dates within a city as
well as the two cities. In Berlin, July 3, 2008 shows warmer tem-
peratures for all classes than June 1, 2008, which is expected given
that the average temperature on July 3, 2008 was over 6 �C warmer
than June 1, 2008. However, classes with tree canopy and water
combinations show smaller temperature differences between the
two days, which may indicate that these elements have a higher
capacity to remain relatively cool during hotter days, a finding that
is supported elsewhere (Arnfield, 2003; Hathway& Sharples, 2012;
McPherson et al., 1997). In NYC, classes with paved surfaces, such as
“midriseepaved,” “low plantsepaved,” and “paved,” showed very
consistent temperature between July 15, 2011 and July 22, 2011,
whereas classes such as “tree canopy,” “low plants,” “low
plantsewater” and “water” showed stronger differences between
the two days, although the two days vary by only 0.31 standardized
degrees overall. These differences may indicate a need to examine a
longer-range climatic context, as some classes may have a different
capacity to cool down or propensity to store heat over time, and
may also point to ways in which other contextual factors matter.

Applying a matrix approach (Müller, Werner, & Kelcey, 2010) to
this analysis would provide additional knowledge of how the
broader landscape context influences ecological outcomes. In
general, exploring these differences further may enable us to
identify the proximate causes and social processes that influence
differences in urban structural patterns between cities, and ulti-
mately help to distinguish contextual factors from more general-
ized principles that describe structure/function relationships.
Comparing ecological function across cities using a common clas-
sification system provides a way to observe local versus global
trends. Analyzing a larger number of diverse cities is necessary to
determine which trends are global in a broader respect, though
data availability may be limiting factor.

The results of this paper support the rapidly developing notion
that urban green and blue infrastructure provide people in ur-
banized environments with important ecological benefits,
including local climate regulation (Chiesura, 2004; Pataki et al.,
2011; Peters, Elands, & Buijs, 2010; West, Shores, & Mudd, 2012).
Vegetation reduces the urban heat island effect and mitigates
negative impacts of climate change (Hamin & Gurran, 2009). For
example, the presence of street trees and parks increases thermal
comfort (Stathopoulos, Wu, & Zacharias, 2004) by providing shade
and can improve air quality by removing air pollutants, thereby
positively affecting urban health and wellbeing (Seymour, Wolch,
Reynolds, & Bradbury, 2010). Water bodies in and around cities
also provide cooling functions (Hathway & Sharples, 2012) and
hence contribute to good urban living conditions. Additionally,
V€olker and Kistemann (2013) showed that water bodies have some
overall therapeutic value and reduce stress.

Many of these studies analyze certain green and blue infra-
structure, but do not connect the urban structure of a place to the
ecological function. Cities consist of a mix of urban structural ele-
ments where gray, green and blue infrastructure exist in close
proximity, and dynamically influence the environmental perfor-
mance of each other. Therefore, it is important not to study these
infrastructures in isolation, but rather to examine the emergent
structures formed by interactions of structural elements.

Our approach builds on recent urban structure classification
efforts (Cadenasso et al., 2007; Stewart & Oke, 2012) to create a
broadly-applicable method for urban structure classification, and in
this way better enable city comparisons which are otherwise
limited due to very different land cover data and respective land
cover type descriptions. Developing common urban structure units
of analysis to conduct cross-city analysis helps to distinguish be-
tween general trends and important differences among cities,
which may point to ways in which contextually-related social
processes drive unique urban structural conditions. Our results
show that the composition of the classes and neighborhood in
which a given class is situated play important roles in the structure/
function relationship for urban structure types.

Cross-city comparative analysis allows for the identification of
patterns in how urban structure elements spatially relate to each
other. We find that the majority of land area in Berlin and NYC is
described by repeating patterns of similar urban structure combi-
nations, and those combinations are related in similar ways to an
indicator of ecological function. More generally, results imply that
combinations of urban structural elements at relatively fine scales
can describe the building blocks of functions in urban areas. We
argue that although the classification system used here is more
complex than land use or land cover classifications commonly used
to examine functions (Pauleit & Duhme, 2000), this approach is
more meaningful in comparative analysis because it allows for an
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examination of emergent patterns by making fewer a priori as-
sumptions about the classes that are relevant to structureefunction
relationships in urban environments. By building the classification
in a way that applied to both cities, and potentially to other cities,
we were able to identify urban structure classes common to both
urban contexts, which allowed for a comparison of similarities and
differences in urban structureefunction relationships.

Because urban areas are highly heterogenous coupled social-
eecological systems, urban classifications need to identify and
relate the type, amount, and arrangement of specific urban struc-
tural features (Cadenasso et al., 2007) such as land cover and built
infrastructure. Urban structure in any particular city can be driven
by many kinds of urbanization processes and may depend on the
regional, historical, or cultural context (e.g., European, U.S., Asian,
or Arabian) (Schwarz, 2010), development state, biogeophysical
context (e.g., desert, coastal, tropical, or temperate), or other urban
structure drivers (Elmqvist et al., 2013). To advance the under-
standing of urban structureefunction relationships and how they
Fig. 4. Temperature trends observed across 15 classes shared between New York City and Be
black line). The left side of the figure shows the temperatures for two days in Berlin and NY
(top: temperatures for both cities; bottom: temperatures for both cities, minemax standar
compare across cities requires considering land cover, and built
infrastructure elements in a flexible and more nuanced approach
for the analysis of urban structure, particularly when comparing
across cities or applying a classification in multiple or different
urban contexts.

Conclusions

The classification approach developed and tested in this paper
describes urban structure of two case study cities, NYC and Berlin,
and allows us to identify and represent general properties of
urban structure and relate them to a particular ecological func-
tion, surface temperature. We found that 79% of the area of NYC
and 68% of Berlin can be described with as little as 15 urban
structure classes. Further, these same urban structure classes
describe surface temperature similarly, demonstrating a sur-
prising overlap in the structure/function relationship despite
major differences in the two cities' climate, size, levels of built
rlin, divided into six built classes (left of black line) and nine non-built classes (right of
C separately, and the right side shows the temperatures for both cities in a single panel
dized).



Table 6
Analysis of inner-class composition and of neighboring classes. Colors indicate certain land use (gray ¼ classes including paved; red ¼ classes including built not paved;
green ¼ classes including tree canopy or low plants without paved or building component; blue ¼ only water; yellow ¼ only soil).
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versus green space, and cultural, economic and ecological
histories.

The overall goal of this study was to develop a generic urban
structure classification method with which we can lower the un-
certainty associatedwith cross-city assessments of urban structure/
function relationships in order to generate general principles to
help guide urban planning and design. We have identified urban
structure classes that exhibit similar temperature trends in
different cities, as well as potential contextual factors, such as
neighborhood context, that may account for different trends in
some classes across the two cities. We therefore advance this new
classification approach to provide a novel basis for analyzing
structure/function relationships more comprehensively and
comparatively in heterogenous urban landscapes.

We suggest that the power of this classification approach lies in
its ability to describe land cover mixtures rather than single, land
cover types, which is better suited to address complex and heter-
ogenous urban areas and is more appropriate for comparative
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analysis. The classification method can be used for city compari-
sons, even when e as is often the case e data are not directly
comparable. Further development of a generic classification should
apply this approach to other city contexts, and evaluate additional
processes and functions of importance to city planners, managers,
and residents, such as noise level, stormwater absorption, patterns
of biodiversity, and air pollution removal. Further, more refined
temperature data, including wind speed and ambient temperature
would link the classification more directly to an indicator con-
nected to human well-being for specific times of day, when expo-
sure to heat stress may be especially high. We suggest that a more
complex and nuanced urban structure classification, such as the
one developed here, is important for understanding urban struc-
ture/function relationships for both within- and cross-city studies.
This approach has potential utility for deriving general urban pat-
terns and differences, and ultimately for conducting more accurate
and meaningful comparative analyses.
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